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When the Political Agreement for Peace and Reconciliation in the Central African Republic (Khartoum

Accord) was signed in February 2019, many hoped that the agreement would end the seven-year-long

conflict in one of Africa's poorest nations. Nevertheless, high expectations began to wither away shortly

after the government and 14 armed groups had signed the deal. Throughout 2019 and 2020, the conflict

remained at a similar intensity level as in the pre-deal period.

Since April 2020, some signatory rebel groups have declared that they are suspending participation in the

national unity government, which had formed in accordance with the peace agreement. The conflict

spiraled out of control after the Constitutional Court rejected the presidential candidacy of François

Bozizé, former president of CAR, for the elections in late December 2020. On 15 December, six rebel

groups (MPC, UPC, FPRC, 3R, anti-Balaka Mokom, and anti-Balaka Ngaissona) which had signed the

Khartoum deal, declared that they were united under the Coalition of Patriots for Change (CPC) banner

against the government. The government accused Bozizé of plotting a coup with the CPC rebels. A few

days after the elections, President Faustin-Archange Touadéra dismissed three rebel chiefs from the

government on December 31, signalling the end of the Khartoum deal.

Though CPC was formed in the

middle of December 2020, the

group was quickly involved in

multiple conflict events and the

number of casualties due to the

conflict between Government of

CAR and CPC passed 25 battle-

related deaths within just a few

weeks, making the dyad active in

2020.

Provinces in CAR with the highest

number of fatalities in 2020:

1) Bamingui-Bangoran

2) Vakaga

3) Haute-Kotto

4) Haut-Mbomou

5) Ouaka

The Uppsala Conflict Data Program (UCDP) is the world’s main

provider of data on organized violence and the oldest ongoing data

collection project for civil war, with a history of almost 40 years. Its

definition of armed conflict has become the global standard of how

conflicts are systematically defined and studied.
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Fatalities from organized violence by
type of violence in 2020

Type of violence

State-based      Non-state      One-sided. . .
Each point represents the location of an event and the size of the

circles vary depending on the number of fatalities.
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The estimates above derive from not only "clear" events but also events with
"incompatibliity" or "organization" code status in UCDP Candidate.

On 11 March 2020, 
FPRC clashed with RPRC-MLCJ
coalition. The clashes resulted in

the death of 40 people.

On 25 January 2020,
FPRC clashed with MLCJ.

41 people were killed.

On 24 January 2021,
CAR forces clashed with CPC. Over

40 rebels were reportedly killed.


